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A deep well, intended to serve as a source of
water supply for drinking and locomotive purposes, was constructed in 1931 at one of the
west coast stations in South Kanara district.
The water from this well was found to be of
very fair quality for either purpose at the time
of its construction and for some time thereafter.
During the last twelve months, however, there
has been a progressive deterioration in the
aesthetic qualities of the water, although the
chemical features had not appreciably changed
since 1931. The water assumed a dirty brown
colour and the sides of the brick wall of the
steining in contact with water grew a dirtyIn certain places the brickgreen type of alga.
work developed also a definite oily coating. The
authorities concerned sent samples of the water
and of the growths to the King Institute for
examination and report. The results of the
examination revealed nothing special that would
account for the troubles complained of, and a
questionnaire asking for detailed information on
various points relating to the source and its
location did not succeed in eliciting information
of value.
At the request of the authorities concerned a
local inspection and survey, accompanied by
field tests, was recently carried out by the
author. The well is a pucca built well with a
perfect steining and with no evidence of any
surface pollution entering through defective spots
therein. The pump-house is located outside the
well and the suction pipe entering the well was
absolutely free from any trace of oil on it. No
oil could enter the well from the pumps. There
was a vague smell of petrol or kerosene in the
atmosphere near the well. A sample of water
drawn by means of a bucket smelt very definitely of petrol. Individual opinion of six
different intelligent and unbiased observers confirmed the presence of the smell of petrol or
kerosene.
A careful survey of the locality and surroundings of the well was next made. About 100
yards away from the site of the well the storage
depot of a petroleum company has been built
on a little mound about 15 feet high and has
been in existence for a number of years. From
careful enquiries made of the local agent of this
depot, it was elicited that there was a considerable leakage of petrol from the underground
tanks in this depot about 4 years ago. The
agent also stated that when petrol leaks into the
ground, it can remain there for a long time
impregnating the soil, and find its way slowly
into water sources laid in the area. The following note from a recent editorial in Water and
Water Engineering, London, would appear to
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lend weight to the theory that the well

was

probably being

contaminated by the old leakage
from the petrol tank.
'
The water supply of Beverley has recently
been unpleasantly but not injuriously affected
by kerosene contamination from the gas works.

Due to a leaking underground pipe-line carrying
the kerosene oil from the main tank, the oil had
percolated through
the well area.

the

ground, impregnating

The trouble has

now
been righted by the
action in having the pipe, which was
not a lead one, put overground.
The contamination extended downwards a good many feet and
may take some time to be eliminated from the
soil \
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Dye tests were carried out, by introducing
first uranin and then fluorescein, into a nullah

:

flowing
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within ten feet of the well.

was

A dam

up across this nullah and the dyes were
added to the reservoir so formed. The well was
subjected to vigorous pumping for the next 12
hours. The dye could not be detected in the

put

well

water. This negative finding could not,
be accepted as significant, as the nullah
was a shallow channel and as the feeder springs
to the well might be from a different direction
and at much lower depths.
Tests were then carried out to eliminate the
colour, taste and odour in the water of this well.
The addition of a grain each of alum and lime
per gallon (the pH of the untreated water
being 6.4) followed by the addition of 1 grain
(per gallon) of powdered activated carbon and
subsequent settlement for 3 hours resulted in
the production of a perfectly esthetic water
suitable for drinking purposes.
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